“

DRESSUuR
FEEDING TO WIN:

Let thy food
be thE medicine

“

HIPPOCRATES
We couldn’t agree more.
Now, let this guide
be the cause of
your greatest success.
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All Cavalor products comply with FEI regulations.

Anky van Grunsven

“

and supplements, my
horses are in top form,
day after day. Being able
to fine-tune nutritional
details for each
indiviDual Horse is key
to winning.
to the superb
“ Thanks
quality of Cavalor feeds

START HERE
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Need more calories to
sustain current workload
than just forage can provide?
YES
3

NO

What’s your horse’s natural
temperament in work?

For a dressage horse?
You’re kidding, right?
TOO
HOT

NO
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The nervous,
stressed-out type?

YEP, HOW’D YOU KNOW? LOL
YOUNG OR
SPOOKY HORSES,
AND STALLIONS
NEEDS MORE
ENDURANCE

JUST
RIGHT

HOT, CONSTANTLY
STRESSED
HORSES

FOR COMPETITIONS
OR STRESSFUL
EVENTS

NOW WHAT?
5

6

Worried about joints?

WHO ISN’T?

Travel much?

OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO!

FEEL BETTER NOW

SUPPORT
IMMUNITY

Ah… Vacation!

NOW GO WIN

Nothing beats this power duo
for a maximum boost

Maximize the winning effects
of downtime.

FINISH
HERE

Want more details? We thought you might.
1. FORAGE Every horse has the same basic need to keep intestines moving with a constant source
of roughage such as hay or grass. These fibers promote healthy microflora in the large intestine, and
keep the overall intestinal health of the horse on track. Feed high quality hay in multiple small meals a
day (slow feeders if you can do those) to replicate free foraging as much as possible. Skimping on hay
is the fastest way to create problems and ultimately waste money.
2. ADD CALORIES Dressage requires aerobic energy; the energy conversion takes place with
the aid of oxygen. For this, horses need slow-release energy sources such as fat (oils) and fiber
(hay, soaked beet pulp). For oils, the type you feed is critical to ensure stability and a proper level of
omega-3 and other essential fatty acids. The impact of Cavalor puffing the cereals, rather than whole
or crimped processing, cannot be overestimated in how it positively affects both digestion (for health)
and absorption (maximum fuel for performance).
3. FEED Cavalor has four feeds to suggest for the competitive dressage horse, fine-tuned for
individual genetic types and personalities. Use interchangeably, without a crossover period, such as
feeding Cavalor FiberForce and Endurix in varying ratios that give you more energy when you need
it. If Endurix doesn’t provide enough energy, switch to Cavalor Perfomix or Cavalor Superforce at
the show and/or supplement with Cavalor OilMega.
4. DE-STRESS Fortunately the best energy sources for dressage (fiber and fat) are also the most
calming. Cavalor has designed Pianissimo feed specifically for stressful, spooky horses, with no oats, low
protein, and soothing herbs built in. Stressed horses will make the biggest change with both Pianissimo
and one or more of our herbal calming supplements, all within competition rules. With extensive testing,
we’ve discovered the individuality of the horse, plus the source of the stress or anxiety, alters which
herbs work. We’ve given starter guidelines with our calming supplements, from these you will find the
exact best solution for your horse with trial and error.
5. JOINTS/TENDONS/MUSCLES Dressage horses are known for joint stress, back pain and
muscle soreness. Reduce muscle acidification with a forage-first mantra. Then greatly reduce
or eliminate pain with Cavalor FreeBute, and give high-performance joints what they need with
Cavalor Arti Matrix. Our extensive research identified different herbs and nutrients that work together
to prevent pain and inflammation, stimulate the body’s immunity against auto-immune reactions, and
improve joint nutrient supply to help restore synovial fluid.
6. IMMUNITY Our research indicates most show horses with no outward sign of illness have
compromised blood profiles due to travel and show stress, leaving them at risk for illness, and
impacting their show performance. Gut health is the basis for a good immune system, and Cavalor
is relentlessly focused on providing feeds that support it for every performance profile. With Cavalor
feed as your base, we then recommend Cavalor products Emergency 911 microflora, hydrationpromoting Mash & Mix, and Resist + VitC ahead of a long journey or during competition season. It’s
been proven in field use that horses suffer less from skin irritations when they are on Resist + VitC.
7. NOW GO WIN Two days before a competition, start using the Cavalor secret one-two punch
to go out and win. Hard workers are always a little stiff or sore, and Cavalor FreeBute gives them
the relief they need to feel great and give it their all. Cavalor Muscle Fit has a similar effect, this
time on the muscles, by reducing lactic acid buildup, and even more importantly, by stimulating its
breakdown. This eases stiffness, promotes suppleness, and maximizes muscle activity and ability
for the edge you need to win.
8. AH…VACATION! Horses being let down from work also need to be let down from their
performance feed. Feed as you need! Leverage layups and letdowns into future high performance
and success with Cavalor FiberForce feed, and Cavalor Hepato Liq to detox.

